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HEAVY DUTIES
Lifting heavy objects is one of the most common causes
of work‑related injuries for those in construction,
including fridgies. Sean McGowan gets the experts’ advice.
Many of us have felt it: a pain or twinge while lifting
something heavy. Manual handling is a routine
part of the job for fridgies, but it can easily lead to
serious injury.

A 25kW ducted unit in a

In New South Wales, 9 per cent of workers
compensation claims in the construction industry are
related to body stressing. SafeWork NSW considers
heavy lifting in the workplace to be any manual task
that involves repetitive or sustained force, high or
sudden force, repetitive movement, sustained or
awkward posture and exposure to vibration.

display home or medium
office weighs around 153kg

And those in the HVAC&R industry perform these tasks
on an all-too-regular basis.
“Tasks that involve manually moving, lifting,
carrying and handling of any heating, ventilation, air
conditioning and refrigeration [equipment] may be
considered as a hazardous manual task,” says SafeWork
NSW director of health and return to work, James Kelly.
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With some common items of HVAC&R kit weighing
over 200kg, how do you go about moving them?
And if you’re a sole trader working one-out onsite,
what’s the best way of removing heavy items from
your vehicle and into position?
This is a challenge that faced HVAC&R technician Mark
Willoughby of Amark Refrigeration & Air Conditioning.
“I predominantly work by myself,” says Willoughby.
“I have several trollies that I make the most of.
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But when it comes to lifting units onto and off my
work truck it does become quite dangerous.”

Recently, he had to lift a heavy condenser for a ducted
air conditioning system onto his ute by himself.
“During the lift, I knew it was quite dangerous, but
I needed to move it from the customer’s residence.
Once I eventually got it onto the back of the ute, I
thought to myself that there must be a better way.”
In search of a solution, Willoughby reached out to his
fellow fridges at the Australian Refrigeration Mechanics
Association (ARMA) for ideas.

WHAT THE
FRIDGIES SAY
Willoughby found that he wasn’t alone. Many others
face the challenge of lifting heavy gear and equipment.
While some joked that it was the role of an
apprentice (more on that later), others had useful
suggestions ranging from mechanical intervention
to seeking more hands.
And as you’d expect from our innovative industry,
there were a few heavy lifting hacks offered too.
One fridgie recommended putting the heavy end
of the object the on lip of the tray, finding the pivot
point and then sliding it.
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During the lift, I knew it
was quite dangerous,
but I needed to move it from
the customer’s residence
Another suggested the use of an eight-foot timber
sleeper with an angle iron on one end. This hooks
under the tray so it won’t slip, and the sleeper acts as a
ramp to slide the item down to ground level.
The most popular solution appeared to be installing
a manual hand lifter.
“The feedback I received was great,” says Willoughby.
“Everyone had their own way of doing things and they
are all willing to pass this information on.”

WHAT THE TAFE SAYS
According to Jack Johansen, a refrigeration teacher
in the East Coast Region of TAFE Queensland, his
students regularly lift heavy condensers.
“A recent survey at TAFE NSW showed that 72 per
cent of TAFE students worked for employers who
primarily did air conditioning installations, which
means regularly lifting condenser units on and off
work vehicles,” Johansen says.
While small businesses commonly use trolleys to
wheel condensers around work sites, he says most
apprentices and tradespeople admit to lifting heavy
condensers by themselves without mechanical aid.
“A 25kW ducted unit in a display home or medium
office weighs around 153kg,” says Johansen.
“I have personally witnessed a local company lifting
one of these from a trailer – just one tradesman and
an apprentice.”

GOING UP

Another popular option is a manual tailgate lifter. Source: Healy Group.

MANAGING THE RISK
This includes:

Alarmingly, research has shown that lifting
technique training is not effective in
minimising the risk of injury to manual tasks.
“This is mainly because the risk factors causing
the problem are not changed, and if workers
attempt to apply safe-lifting techniques, they
may still risk a serious injury,” says SafeWork
NSW’s James Kelly.
He says a person conducting a business or
undertaking (PCBU) should take a proactive
and holistic approach in reducing risk by
consulting with workers and applying the risk
management approach.

•

Identifying hazardous manual tasks

•

If necessary, assessing the risks of MSDs
associated with hazardous manual tasks

•

Implementing suitable risk-control
measures

•

Reviewing the effectiveness of control
measures

“When determining control measures, the
PCBU must have regard to all relevant matters
that may contribute to an MSD as per Clause
60(2) of the Work Health and Safety (WHS)
Regulation 2017,” says Kelly.

An overview of the risk management process
for manual tasks is provided in the NSW
Hazardous Manual Tasks (HMTs) Code of
Practice.

“Also, the duty holder must consider the
hierarchy of control as stated in Clause 36 of
the WHS Regulation 2017.

Here are some commonly handled HVAC&R
equipment and items – and their approximate
weights.

HVAC&R KIT
•

560mm fan assembly – 15kg

•

Semi-hermetic compressor – 210kg

•

Cabinet evaporator – 8kg

•

Coolroom evaporator – 170kg

•

Scroll compressor – 60kg

•

2.5kW split system – 40kg

•

7.1kW split system – 65kg

•

25kW ducted system – 155kg

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
•

Refrigerant reclaim unit – 15kg

•

Nitrogen D-size cylinder – 15kg

•

Nitrogen E-size cylinder – 30kg

•

3/4” Annealed Copper roll R410 – 10kg

•

Pair Coil 3/8”–5/8” – 14kg
Source: Actrol and TAFE Queensland
Manual handling is also the biggest cause of injuries in Victorian workplaces, according to WorkSafe Victoria.
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by 50 per cent by 2022 in high risk sectors, including
the construction industry.
To support this, it has developed an MSD strategy with
relevant stakeholders. It has also worked with them to
develop the Building and Construction Work Health
and Safety Sector Plan to 2022.

The construction industry
was in the top three for
serious musculoskeletal

“This plan outlines the importance of reducing MSDs
by engaging industry leaders to identify realistic
and workable solutions that can be implemented to
protect workers from hazardous manual task risks,” says
Kelly, “including muscular stress while lifting, carrying or
putting down objects.”

disorder (MSD) claims for
the period 2014–2017
Recognising the risks of heavy lifting, TAFE
Queensland includes the topic in their courses.

Additionally, Safework NSW is running free workshops
for all industries, including the construction industry,
under which HVAC&R falls.

“The TAFE is required by standards to teach the
appropriate methods for lifting and teach a general
workplace health and safety (WHS) competency at
the beginning of an apprenticeship,” says Johansen.

The Participative Ergonomics for Manual Tasks
(PEforM) workshops are a simple manual task risk
management program based on an internationally
recommended approach for reducing MSDs.
They are organised around the country by state
and territory WH&S authorities. For a full list, go to
www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au

“In this competency, we make students aware of
mechanical aids such as duct lifters and cranes.”
While cranes are often used in multi-storey
commercial buildings, a mobile crane can be an
inexpensive and suitable solution to lift items of
around 150kg onto smaller buildings.

Laws relating to the management of risks
to health and safety in New South Wales
workplaces are covered within the Work Health
and Safety (WHS) Regulation 2017.

HEAVIER THAN
IT LOOKS

“But for small 20kg to 30kg condensers, we
generally teach that two workers using appropriate
lift techniques can manage it, as long as it is not
lifted above chest height.”

WHAT SAFEWORK NSW
SAYS
According to the latest data from SafeWork NSW
and the State Insurance Regulatory Authority (SIRA),
the construction industry was in the top three for
serious musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) claims for
the period 2014–2017.

Some items are obviously heavy. Kit such as condenser
or evaporator units often weigh 150kg or more. But
many other common items should also be (manually)
handled with care.
According to Actrol, a 10kg refrigerant cylinder can
weigh around 21kg when full, while a 20kg cylinder can
weigh 15kg when empty and as much as 37kg when
full (depending on the type of gas and the fill ratio).
Nitrogen cylinders should also be lifted, carried and put
down carefully, with D-size cylinders weighing around
15kg and E-size cylinders 29kg.

Of those claims, the largest number were related to
handling, lifting, carrying or putting down objects.

Even a roll of 3/4” 19mm annealed refrigeration copper
suitable for R410 systems weighs 10kg.

In the two-year period of 2016/17 and 2017/18,
SIRA received over 5,500 workers compensation
claims applications from the construction industry
resulting from exposure to body stressing. Of
these, 39 per cent of the injuries and diseases were
caused by muscular stress while lifting, carrying or
putting down objects.

With a growing business on the Sunshine Coast,
Willoughby says his experience has already led to
changes in the way he approaches the lifting and
movement of heavy equipment.

These figures prompted SafeWork NSW to commit to
reducing serious musculoskeletal injuries and illnesses

“It has definitely made me realise that I require help
to perform some tasks and I can’t do it all on my own,”
he says. ■

Table 1: Body stressing claims in the construction industry, 2016/17 and 2017/18
Number
of claims
2016/17

Number
of claims
2017/18

Total

%

1,084

1,082

2,166

39.0

Muscular Stress While Handling Objects
other than Lifting, Carrying or Putting down

944

1,157

2,101

37.9

Muscular Stress with No Objects Being Handled

466

488

954

17.2

Repetitive Movement, Low Muscle Loading

151

175

326

5.9

Mechanism of incident
Muscular Stress While Lifting, Carrying
or Putting Down Objects

Total

2,645
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2,902

5,547

100.0

Clause 60(1) states that a person conducting
a business or undertaking (PCBU) must
manage risks to health and safety relating to a
musculoskeletal disorder (MSD) associated with
a hazardous manual task (HMT), in accordance
with Part 3.1.
Clause 60(2) states that in determining
the control measures to implement under
subclause (1), the PCBU must have regard to
all relevant matters that may contribute to an
MSD, including:
•

Postures, movements, forces and vibration
relating to the HMT

•

The duration and frequency of the HMT

•

Workplace environment conditions
that may affect the HMT or the worker
performing it

•

The design of the work area

•

The layout of the workplace

•

The systems of work used

•

The nature, size, weight or number of
persons, animals or things involved in
carrying out the HMT.

The NSW HMT Code of Practice (2016) also
provides practical guidance to a PCBU on how
to manage the risks of MSDs arising from HMTs
in the workplace. It applies to all types of work
and all workplaces where manual tasks are
carried out.
This code also includes various references to
provisions of the WHS act and regulations that
set out the legal requirements.

Do you have a heavy lifting “hack”
to share with the HVAC&R community?
Email mark.vender@airah.org.au

Source: State Insurance Regulation Authority (SIRA)
|

WHAT THE
LAW SAYS

SafeWork’s Work Health and Safety Roadmap for NSW
2022 and the 2017–2022 Musculoskeletal Disorder
(MSD) Strategy are available on the SafeWork NSW
website at www.safework.nsw.gov.au

“Local businesses I know use hire companies to
rent duct lifters for small lifts to get onto singlestorey roofs,” says Johansen.
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A mobile folding crane like
this can lift up to 1,000kg.
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